
2020 WINTER WORKSHOP RECAP2020 WINTER WORKSHOP RECAP
Thank you to everyone who attended Winter Workshop in February!

RECAP

Winter Workshop was held in February 2020 to provide an opportunity to connect with members of our Miss Texas family and

support candidates as they prepare for June with their local teams. The weekend was designed to build a foundation as

candidates represent their local community and as they prepare for the job of Miss Texas/MTOTeen. This optional weekend was

less focused on the week of the competition and more focused on developing the skills and mindsets to be successful before,

during and after the competition. Additionally, Texas is such a big state that not every candidate was able to attend and/or have

every their local team present, so we did not have a lot of “team time” because we expect “team time” to take place outside of

Winter Workshop. The activities and attachments included are not required, but we received a number of requests for access to

the content and are sharing them with all candidates competing for the title of Miss Texas and Miss Texas' Outstanding Teen.

The information and attachments are for personal use only. Looking forward to a great competition week and seeing the

incredible impact our candidates will make between now and June!

SESSION: JOB DESCRIPTIONSESSION: JOB DESCRIPTION

The competition is the first step towards the job of Miss Texas/Miss Texas' Outstanding Teen, but it is just the first week of their

exciting year! It is imperative that candidates understand what the job responsibilities and expectations include as a state

titleholder in Texas. During this session we reviewed the job description of the state titleholder, then wrote our own

individualized and local-focused job description (local directors and candidates).

Optional Next Steps: Share and discuss with your local titleholder/director (RESOURCES link below)

SESSION: COMMUNICATING GOALS & NEEDS THROUGH WORKING STYLESSESSION: COMMUNICATING GOALS & NEEDS THROUGH WORKING STYLES

Everyone has a different working style and as Miss Texas/Miss Texas’ Outstanding Teen (and a local titleholder), it is important to

learn how to work with others who may have different communication styles and/or world views. Using the handout, candidates

and local directors were encouraged to consider what their goals are for this year (both during and beyond competition week),

what you want your candidate/local director to know about you, and what you need (or do not need) from others to be

successful. Communication is key and we hope this helps create deeper trust through clear communication with your team.

Optional Next Steps: Complete your side of the handout then interview your candidate/local director to get to know them and

their working style better (See RESOURCES link below)

SESSION: ELEVATOR PITCHSESSION: ELEVATOR PITCH

The best preparation for now, competition week, and post-competition is to ensure candidates know who they are, what they

care about and why they are motivated to be a part of this organization. Each has a unique perspective and is driven by their own

values. Our focus was to unpack our “why” (for this activity we focused on “why am I involved with Miss Texas/Miss Texas’

Outstanding Teen?”) and learn how to share that with others (in our communities, with potential sponsors, with family and

friends or even with the judges) in a concise and compelling manner. At the end of the session each candidate (and local director)

left with their own version of an Elevator Pitch (ranging from 15-45 seconds). 

Note: This activity is very open ended, meaning it did not have to be purely about a candidate's social impact (although it is a



useful activity for Miss candidates as they begin to draft their Social Impact Pitch). We approached it with the question of “Why

am I involved with Miss Texas/Miss Texas’ Outstanding Teen?” Every elevator pitch and approach was just as different as each

candidate, making it uniquely suited to that specific individual.

Optional Next Steps: Film it, share it (on social media), tag it (with Miss Texas/MTxOTeen), use it! (See RESOURCES link below)

Other Resources: Miss candidates may want to consider utilizing this activity to prepare for the Social Impact Pitch. More details

will be shared about the Social Impact Pitch requirements/restrictions at Spring Seminar. Follow the link below to view Chandler

Foreman, Miss Texas 2019's Social Impact Pitch at Miss America link

SESSION: SPONSORSHIP & COMPETITION MAGAZINESESSION: SPONSORSHIP & COMPETITION MAGAZINE

The 2020 Miss Texas Competition Magazine is the program book that showcases our 2020 Miss and Teen Candidates. This

session was designed to share more details about the competition magazine, help candidates utilize their communication skills

and elevator pitch to expand their circle of supporters, and prepare for various aspects of the Miss Texas/Miss Texas'

Outstanding Teen job. Each candidate has their own personal portfolio layout and determines how they want to showcase

themselves.

Visit the Candidate Portal for more information about pricing, layout options, incentives/prizes and how to utilize your showcase

page portal. We will add more information about setting up your showcase page portal within the next few days.

Resources: The attachment (see RESOURCES link) includes a numbered sheet candidates have used in the past to fundraise or

sell competition magazine pages by asking supporters to select a square and pay the dollar amount attached to it. This is

completely optional and only included as a resource if you choose to use it.

RESOURCESRESOURCES
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE HANDOUTS USED DURING WINTER WORKSHOP SESSIONS.CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE HANDOUTS USED DURING WINTER WORKSHOP SESSIONS.

visit the candidate portal at
misstexas.org      

https://www.facebook.com/MissTexasPageantInc/videos/826011811202619/
https://files.constantcontact.com/6a2514bf001/4a382573-900b-4e3a-9a0e-02bc9c2542a9.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/MissTexasPageantInc/
https://twitter.com/misstxpageant?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/missamericatx/?hl=en

